Since 1997, we have also been working as an Internet agency that develops and implements technically advanced solutions for websites of companies, institutions and authorities as well as for topic-oriented online platforms.

Our wide range of projects and client requests are currently handled by 35 permanent employees in four areas of expertise:

**IT SERVICE . SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT . INTERNET . CONSULTING**

**IT SERVICE**
We provide IT service close to our clients. But what does this mean? When they conclude a service contract with our company, our clients receive a comprehensive on-site analysis of their existing IT infrastructure and their specific user requirements. We use this analysis as a basis to put together a team of technicians that optimally reflects our client’s technological demands whilst being able to guarantee reliable support and quick reaction times throughout the entire year. This close proximity is above all appreciated by our less technologically-minded clients, who nevertheless rely on efficiently operating IT systems and who put their trust in our company on a long-term basis, in some cases even over decades. We also, of course, deal with extremely challenging technical solutions such as branch networking, clustering, high availability and virtualisation technologies, whilst always ensuring that our focus remains on achieving efficient and transparent applicability and optimal integration into existing structures. With the IT service provided by Computer Manufaktur, our clients receive all of the services of an internal IT department plus the flexibility and technological scope of a conscientious and intelligent professional IT service provider.

**SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT**
We engineer individual applications that offer much more than standard software. In some cases, existing standard software simply doesn’t suffice. We counter this problem by developing made-to-measure individual software — mostly based on web technologies — to meet the special needs and requirements of our clients. We use our development know how to help well-known companies in the IT industry, for example T-Systems and heise.de, both of which have been maintaining close collaboration partnerships with Computer Manufaktur for many years. The technologies used in our software development activities are normally based on open source standards such as PHP, Perl, MySQL and Linux and can therefore be easily integrated and expanded.

**Computer Manufaktur.**
Our name stands for the efficient combination of alleged opposites.

A passionate approach to technology combined with solid digital skills and expertise is our answer to the constant new challenges arising in the world of information technology. Since 1991, we have been developing IT solutions with the aim of providing companies and institutions with the key to the best possible use of information technologies. Our clients thank us for our work by putting their trust in our company on a long-term basis.

**Digital on the inside.**
**Understandable on the outside.**

Since 1997, we have also been working as an Internet agency that develops and implements technically advanced solutions for websites of companies, institutions and authorities as well as for topic-oriented online platforms.
INTERNET
We develop Internet solutions for companies, research institutions, interest groups and authorities using Drupal or TYPO3 as a basis. Our strength lies in the technically sophisticated implementation of demanding and ambitious plans and projects. We incorporate today’s requirements, such as the diversification of devices, the user-friendliness of websites and content management systems, optimisation for search engines and IT security issues, into our development process right from the very start. Our interdisciplinary project teams represent experience and know-how from different areas of expertise. In this way, we ensure that all project phases, namely the concept, development, optimisation and running of your website, are efficiently coordinated within one team. Finally, we work in cooperation with a number of well-known design agencies to produce designs and structures for web projects.

CONSULTING
The IT consulting service utilises our know how in various areas of information technology to benefit for our clients. We use our day-to-day work with IT and our passionate exploration of new developments to generate the expertise and awareness required for comprehensive analyses of existing IT landscapes, consolidation concepts and the integration of company software and websites. We work together with our clients to produce efficient IT solutions that meet requirements on a long-term basis.

OUR SKILLS AND EXPERTISE

A  Accessible web design
Apache web server
B  Backup solutions
Backup Exec
Bulkmailer e-mail marketing
C  Client support
Cloud computing
CMS module development
Concept development
Consolidation of IT systems
Content management
D  Databases
Drupal (concept, development, support and training)
E  Emergency planning
F  Firewallsing
Fixed price IT
G  Groupware solutions
H  High availability
High-performance systems
HyperV
I  Individual development
Information portals
Internet connection
Intranet solutions
J  JavaScript
K  Linux
Load balancing
L  Migration between systems
Mobile connections (VPN)
Mobile device management
MS Access development
MS Exchange
MS SQL databases
MySQL optimisation
N  Network administration
Network security
O  Open source
Oracle databases
P  Perl
PHP
Producing specifications
Q  Remote support
Responsive web design
Routing solutions
S  SAN technology
SEA – search engine advertising
T  Security analyses and audits
SEO – search engine optimisation
Server administration
Server maintenance
Server optimisation
Service contracts
Software development
Sophos security solutions
Storage solutions
System development
System integration
TYP03 (concept, development, support and training)
U  User help desk
User support
V  Virtualisation solutions
Veeam backup & recovery
VMware
VPN solutions
W  WAN connections (VPN)
Web development
Webshops
Websites (concept, development and support)
Z  Zarafa server

Computer Manufaktur provides its services to both regional and national companies and organisations of all sizes that appreciate professional IT expertise and reliable cooperation. Our clients include: ABDA • AOK • Chambers of Pharmacists (Apothekerkammern) of Berlin, Hamburg and Baden-Württemberg • Friends of the Earth Germany (BUND) • DB Rent, DB Fuhrpark and InnoZ (Deutsche Bahn AG) • German Alzheimer’s Society (Deutsche Alzheimer Gesellschaft) • Diakonie • DPW Berlin • German Insurance Association (GDV) • Heise Verlag publishing house (heise.de) • Hines Immobilien GmbH • kfgn Klinische Forschung Management & Services GmbH • Klicktipp • Max Planck Institute for Human Development • MSA AUER • Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK) • Sorat Hotels • Timekontor AG • T-Systems • German Association for Sustainable Mobility (VCD) • VDE Publishing House • German Shipowners’ Association (VDR) • Berlin Social Science Center (WZB)

Computer Manufaktur uses a comprehensive and well-coordinated partner network to complete tasks and activities in neighbouring fields of expertise. Alongside our informal partnerships that have been in place for many years, we are also a member of the IT Team Systemhausverbund, an association that brings together the potential of a multitude of IT service providers throughout Germany.